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Organized in 1799 under charter from Czar Paul I, the
Russian-American Company set up headquarters at the
rich sea otter grounds in the Alexander Archipelago at
Sitka on Baranof Island in southern Alaska. Thus the
stage was set for the issuance in 1816 of what may well
be the world's most fascinating currency — Walrus Skin
money.

Erroneously referred to as "Sealskin" money, these
notes were produced by a most ingenious method. Otter
skins were shipped by the R.A.C. to China in waterproof
bags made of walrus skin.

The bags were removed at the Chinese ports and
reused to wrap shipments of spices, teas, etc. bound for
Russian ports. Because of the variety of products
shipped in them, the walrus bags were affected in
different ways, accounting for the variety of colors in
the skins.

At the Russian ports the bags were removed again
and select pieces were cut from them and stamped with
the value and devices of the R.A.C. for use as money in
the North American colony.

Called Kozhanye (skins), the notes were produced
until the 1830's. During those years three issues,
totalling 102,000 rubles, circulated at company
settlements as far south as what is now central
California. Known denominations include the 10, 25
and 50-kopeks, and 1, 5, 10 and 25-rubles. These are all
catalogued under item 53, page 253 in the Kardakoff
catalog (see Bibliography).

Apparently the first issue included notes in color. The
low numbered pieces are known in shades of blue,

brown, red and tan, while the later notes occur mostly
with black printing on light colored parchment.

It is known that this currency was designed for easy
identification by the locals who, for the most part, could
neither read nor write. The 10-kopek notes can be
identified by holes punched in both upper corners, while
the 25-kopek notes are clipped on all four corners. The
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by Gwynne and Day, calls attention to imitations of this
$3 bill. No other denomination from this bank is so
noted. It seems to be more than coincidence that the note
with the Hancock signature was counterfeited. The note
was probably subject to little scrutiny and readily
acceptable because of the signature in the design. This
bill was supposed to have been engraved by Toppan,
Carpenter, Casilear and Company, New York and
Philadelphia, but it is counterfeit. Only three or four
specimens have come on the market in the last ten years
and they are quite scarce. As for collectors of notes with
vanity signatures, this certainly has to be a desirable
addition to a collection.
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50-kopek denomination is clipped o the top corners
only and the higher values, in rubles, e all rectangular
in shape.

Alaska was purchased from Russia by the United
States in 1867, at which time all remaining Russian -
American Company notes were redeemed with Russian
state credit notes.

Pictured herewith is the only known example of the
25-ruble note. It is similar in design to the other "skins"
bearing the R.A.C. seal on the face and a machine-
turned oval on the back, with the words NOTE IN
AMERICA 25 RUBLES (in Cyrillic text) and the
handwritten number.

This note has the later style eagle as opposed to the
"maritime eagle" of the other issues, and also a round
seal instead of the standard oval type of the other
denominations. Additionally, the text within the seal is
completely spelled out, translating as UNDER THE
HIGH PATRONAGE OF HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY.

Measuring 66 by 90 millimeters, the specimen has
black printing on yellowish-tan parchment with the
hand-inked serial number 1060 in black. Originally part
of the Brussels or Pflumer collection, this major rarity
now belongs to the author.

The following compilation is the most complete
census of the known Walrus Skin notes.

10 KOPEK NOTES
Serial Number; Color (where known); Location.
952; black; ex-Amcase.
5163; brown; private collection
9876; ex - Julian Blanchard collection.
16132; brown; Henry H. Clifford collection.
19733; private collection.
*23408; Moscow Historical Museum.
23421; black; Smithsonian Institution.
26313; black; ex-Brussels, Ted Uhl coll.
26914; Ex-Bruce Cartwright collection.
26883; black; Hermitage Museum, Leningrad.
30009; private collection.
Number not known; brown; private collection.
Number not known; ex-Ostheimer collection.

25 KOPEK NOTES
9370; private collection.
11024; black; Hermitage Museum, Leningrad.
14670; private collection.
16247; private collection.
17323; private collection.
26908; private collection.
31338; private collection.
*36946; Moscow Historical Museum.
37614; Smithsonian Institution.
Number not known; ex-Ostheimer collection.
Number not known; Hermitage Museum, Leningrad.

50 KOPEK NOTES
11686; ex-Hopfenmaier collection.
13532; ex-Bruce Cartwright collection.
13832; ex-Phares Sigler collection.
13989; ex-Snegireff, Speers collection.
13902; private collection.
15533; private collection.

1 RUBLE NOTES
Serial Number; Color (where known); Location.
7268; with green stamp; ex-L. Sodermann coll.
*7495; mustard; Moscow Historical Museum.
7559; Smithsonian Institution.
*7827; Henry H. Clifford collection.
8245; private collection.
10552; private collection.
11122; private collection.
11700; private collection.
12907; Smithsonian Institution.
16247; private collection.
19907; private collection.
1--78; Heritage Museum, Leningrad
Number not known; private collection.

5 RUBLE NOTES
*2222; Moscow Historical Museum.

10 RUBLE NOTES
*590; Moscow Historical Museum
2933; dark red; Henry H. Clifford collection.

25 RUBLE NOTES
1060; black; Ted Uhl collection.
*Denotes the five notes of the Moscow Historical Museum

with known serial numbers. There was a total of 11 notes in the
archives discovery.

The here-in listed notes total 47, including five from
the recent find by the Moscow Historical Museum.
There are six other notes from that find not listed above,
making the total known figure 53. The Moscow find
consisted of three 10-kopek, one 25-kopek, one 40-kopek,
two 1-ruble, two 5-ruble, and two 10-ruble notes.

A few of the recent prices for these Alaskan notes
indicate all are of the highest rarity and desirability.
Both the 10-kopek, number 26313, and the 50-kopek,
13989 recently sold at more than $10,000 each.

My gratitude to John J. Ford, Lester Merkin, Neil
Shafer, Russ Rulau and Cedric Stanier for their
valuable contributions to the above census of walrus
skin notes.
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